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I know that most of you are aware of what a
wonderful tool NetLogger is. As was pointed out
to me recently, some of our controls are not able
to use NetLogger, for one reason or another.
However, there is nothing to stop any member from
setting up and running NetLogger when the System
is in operation. If you have some time to spare, and
would like to volunteer to operate NetLogger, I’m
sure any of the Controls would be happy to have
you step up, and operate it for them. Think about it!
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Don’t forget that the new updated version of the Policy and
Procedures Manual is available on the Web Site. Every member is
urged to download it…it has some really good information in it about
the System.

The committee formed at Convention has delivered a new and approved
Preamble, for use by all periods of the System. IF you are a control
opening any period, and don’t have a copy of the new Preamble, be sure
to check the Web Page for your copy. The committee has also
delivered a new and approved Closing Statement to be used when you
are control, and have no other station to turn control of the System
over to. Be sure to check them both out on the web page.
Hope you have an Opportune October
33’s, 73’s and 88’s Rose

The month of October is our Halloween Award. From October 1
through the 31st, contact 31 members with a membership number
ending with a 3 (three) or a 0 (zero) for this lovely award.
October 16th is our Special Day on the System, our MOVIN’ ON AWARD.
Make six (6) contacts with members that are mobile in at least three
(3) different States or Provinces. K4ICA/m will count as two
contacts. K4ICA/m will try to be on the System at the top of each
hour, and stay for a period of at least 10-15 minutes.
Send your logs, along with $5.00, to Barbara Neiman, KE5ZI, 4257 SW
7th Ave. Rd., Ocala, FL 34471. Make your check payable to Barbara.

Jda’s New Address
Jda Rogers
c/o Floresville Nursing & Rehab Center
1811 Sixth St Room 512 B
Floresville, Tx 78114
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Kevin it feels like a Divorce, I hope you get some
rest. I would have given up the log splitting- K9DIG
Kevin, I felt like I had been a member for years and not just
a month thanks to your help, you could pull me out when no
one else could! You'll be missed. Charlie KE5AHE

It is always a joy when I can contact him being that we
are "too" close in the great state of Pennsylvania on
20m. Larry/ab3ty

Hi Nancy, That makes me sad. I will miss Kevin. He and you
were my first contacts with the YL System and nursed me
through getting started on HF and with Netlogger. I hope
he’ll still check in every day. And I hope you’re not going
anywhere!!!! I haven’t been on much, too much summer work
to do outside. When the weather gets colder, I’ll be on more.
By the way, the Sept Communicator was great, as usual. Take
care and God Bless, Bob AD0FH

You have to be kidding. If it he was done on April 1st, I’d
know it is a joke, but Halloween…..it is a horror.
We can never tell you, Kevin how much we appreciate all
that you do. Not just on Moonbeam, but for all you do for
the System. Sally too. Do you want to move to another spot?
Maybe later after a rest? Who will send me all those new
check ins? Judy KC7KPG
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have a hard time with the idea of Kevin not being there.
Things change sometimes, and we have to accept that. He
will be greatly missed. I sincerely hope he can check in once
in a while. Joe Thomas WA7JT Camano Island, WA
Kevin
and ... a big hat too ! LOL73/33/88 Joan W4JMJ
After all the years of working with and alongside Kevin in
many aspects of the System, I am quite sure that his position
will be hard to fill to the capacity that he has achieved.
Thank you for the time, dedication and contribution to the
System over the 14 years that you have supplied us with such
enthusiasm. Enjoy the time off, you deserve it. VE1JIM Jim
Kevin has gone over and above the call to duty and deserves
a rest. His shoes can’t be filled, but you can fill a pair of
your own. We love you Kevin…..”Don’t be a stranger.”
Judy KC7KPGwb4vmh73,88,33,

Oh my !! Can he do that ??? The Moonbeam won't be the same
without him.
I miss him already. John W5PDW

for Kevin. Your dedication over so many years is over
the top. I hope you will check in off and on so we can
still keep in touch. Hugs, Gloria ac0kv
Sorry to hear that Kevin - KN4AA will stop as netcontrol. The
reason I mostly check into the Moonbeam is that I like both
you and Kevin as netcontrols. From Ghis ON5NT
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About Kevin
The second or third time I checked into the YLISSB, the Control was a
voice in South Carolina, a Kevin, and his XYL was working with him.

Kevin made me feel so welcome. When, as I came to understand how the
Sytem worked, I was asked to join N0TWV as a Co-Control on one
Friday per month. I agreed. It was Kevin who encouraged me several
times with "You can do it...." and "Did a good job," though I knew he was
biting his tongue a little bit for sure.

I am more active today in the YLISSB from the EXAMPLE and the
ENCOURAGEMENT of Kevin and Sally. They even found time on one of
their trips to visit us in Oregon and gave some solid advice and help.
Kevin and Sally are two of my HEROES on the System. He deserves to
take some time off...but as he always tells others:

"Now, Kevin, don't you be a stranger. You check in often!"

73,
W7AJP - Just Bill
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AA4GT George

This picture was on Lighthouse Weekend. The hams are
Rich KK4IOY, Mark AC4ZM and George AA4GT.
We were at Boca Grande Light house. The Lighthouse sits
10 feet high off the beach. Our stations were under the
lighthouse. We were with Ft Myers ARC and they were on
the air from Friday night August 16th to August 17th. This
is north of FT Myers. We had 20 members involved. We
were about 100 yards from the Gulf. The three of us also
belong to the Naples Radio Club.
(I did Field Day with this Club. I did very well on 40 CW. I
had 207 contacts in the twelve hours I was on the air.)
73 to all
George AA4GT #14085
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K1TH, KA1KC, N1PVT, W1BFA, W1ETV, WD1Z, WX1D,
WZ1F,
K2UXW, N2HZS, WA2FLA, WB2DND,
K3CDQ, N3HFO, WA3EBA,
KQ4NN, N4ODI, W4ELB, WB4FBS, WB4KSQ, WB4TIN,
K5FBS, K5FKT, KC5UO, KE5ZI, KK5LU, N5PRU, NY5E,
NZ5S, W5WEE, WA5IPS,
K6EDA, KB6V, N6JM, NV6L, W6CBA, W6JYT, W6TKV,
K7MFG, W7GUR, W7KOI, WB7RQO,
KB8CR, KB8RT, KG8U, W8WT, W8WUT, WA8TOY,
WA8VXE,
AK9J, K9DIG, K9FFC, K9TXJ, K9WFE, K9ZG, KB9OC,
KC9V, W9DOR, WB9STT, WB9USL, WN9MFC,
K0LU, K0QHF,, NA0V, W0CDC, W0RHZ, WB0GNG,
G3LHJ, GM0BCI, HB9MX, VE1JIM, Z21JE
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K1AFC , K1BD , K1FAL , K1HRO , K1JUL , K1QPV , K1RB ,
KA1FXI , KA1JC , KK1A , N1PVT , W1EKG , W1ETF , W1ETV ,
W1UOP , WA1EDR , WA1PEL ,
K2DNO , K2DW , K2PAY , K2UXW , KB2MK , KC2RG , N2AWI ,
N2BL , N2BZK , N2HZS , NA2A , W2GUD , W2VX , WA2ICE ,
WA2ZYM , WB2RAJ , WE2W ,
AA3BO , K3SI , K3UMV , KB3OH , KM3N , W3IDK , WB3EUC
AI4K , K4HJL , K4ICA , K4LQ , K4REL , K4YY , AB4FW>KV4J ,
KC4YY , KD4TXM , KK4RL , KM4ZR , KQ4NN , KV4X , N4DX ,
N4ODI , ND4H , W4ELB , W4KA , W4PTW , W4PWB , WA4KSO ,
WA4PFD>WB4OSS , WA4VEK , WA4YJJ , WB4PMP , WB4TIN ,
WD4KWR>KM4ZR , WI4K ,
K5FKT, K5HT , K5KDG , KC5P , KC5UO , KD5SXH , KE5ZI ,
KS8W , KU5L , N5COO , NZ5R , W5EGS , W5WEE , WB5BEZ
AF6B , AH6IP , K6EDA , K6JG , N6JM , NV6L , W6DKQ , W6JYT
AF7G , K7BR , K7INA , K7MFG , K7QLC , KJ7RF , KK7QF ,
KL7FQQ , KQ7Y , KU7F , W7GUR , W7KOI , W7NKK , WA7COQ ,
WB7RJC>KK7QF , WB7RQO ,
K8CIR , K8WTC , K8YCM , N8BRO , NJ8B , W8HXZ , W8IEO ,
W8KVF , W8WUT>W8WUU , WA8AJI , WA8NDL , WA8TOY ,
WB8SNJ
AA9SI , K9BBL , K9BJM , K9BTU , K9EU , K9FFC , K9WFE ,
K9ZG (AL0/K9ZG) , K9ZXG , KC9P , KC9V , N9CAP , N9DBA ,
N9PC , W9HFF , W9HGO , W9MDP , WA9AEA (AL0/WA9AEA) ,
WA9BXB ,
K0RTH , K0UVE , K0VFV , KA0INF > KD0AL , KA0LAS , KD0AL ,
NA0V , W0CDC , W0KEW , W0KXZ >WA0JH , WA0AVW , WA0JH ,
WA0JKT , WA0OTE >N7US , WA0WNV , WB0VZW ,
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New Members

Birthdays
10/01 K3UMV

16981 - KD5NWH - Carl OK

10/01 K3PAU

16980 - KN9TVE - Ed IL

10/01 WK7A

16979 - W1ALK - Pete VT

10/02 ZL1AMN
10/03 WD7WW

16978 - N9MUH - Terry WI
10/04 K9VFS

16977 - WA4DXP - M.D. AL
10/06 KB7ITR

16976 - KK4KIN - Kin TN
10/06 KC0DAS

16975 - W0NEO - DJ AR

10/07 AC9DK

16974 - N2WHV - Gary NJ

10/09 KQ6LU

16973 - KC2DHU - Jim NY

10/11 JEANIE (XYL of W8OPA)

16972 - K1QQA - Bob CO

10/12 VE2KRM

16971 - KG4RWO - Al FL

10/13 WD4ESX

16970 - KF5DBN - Charlie TX

10/14 N0GNR

16969 - G7AFM - Philip
England

10/14 KE7MP

16968 - KD2EZA - Joe NJ

10/14 K3ILA

16967 - K4JZQ - Larry VA

10/15 K7HK

16966 - KA0UWK - Jeff MN

10/15 KA6VPZ

16965 - WX4Q - John NC

10/16 KD8VOX

16964 - KD0YSC - Dan MO

10/14 W0KOA

10/17 KD5LWU
10/17 JULIE (XYL of N5OKU)

16963 - W9IFW - Norm IN
10/17 KD0MEO

16962 - KA5SSL - Terry AZ
10/18 GRACIE (XYL OF KB9OC)

16961 - WB7VOK - Greg AZ
10/19 K1IEB
10/20 N7HRO
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Birthdays Continued
10/20 N7HRO
10/20 N4ODI
10/21 WD4RBX
10/21 KE5GBC
10/21 KD0WYO
10/21 K1TXU
10/21 W7QHZ

Anniversaries

10/21 K5WZS
10/21 WD8ELH

10/04 K4JZQ LARRY AND XYL

10/23 KC0YHU

10/09 KJ4DCK SHAREN AND
K4HLE HARVEY

10/23 W7BBA
10/26 DL5MC
10/26 KF6JG

10/09 KD0PBZ ANDREW &
BETHANY

10/26 KK4KIN

10/11 N0AAH STEPHEN AND
BARBARA

10/27 KT4MA

10/12 W4OKT HENRY AND XYL

10/27 W4SFR

10/19 W9VSA RON AND XYL

10/28 NT7J

10/20 K5LLR SKIP AND XYL

10/28 KB5CSQ

10/27 K9VFS DAVE and XYL

10/30 N8CSR

10/31 K0MAF JOHN AND XYL

10/30 WM2W
10/31 K5HYD
10/31 PEGGY (XYL of K7ZNO)
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I had w wonderful time in Mpls. as a guest of my son. He was part of a
team nominated for an Emmy. Here is the result.

So far, 2 or 3 Hams
are planing a DXpedition to Charlton Island in James Bay,
Nunavut in
July/August 2015/16. Whichever dates work out the best
for those who want to get this off the ground. Some of the
ground work has
already been done. Transportation from either Montreal or
Winnipeg to the Island, has been all worked out. Still
waiting for the License information. Anyone interested
please contact me. We are thinking 8 to 10 Hams, for 8 to 12
days, start to finish. Nunavut is all for stirring up interest
and tourism. Jim, N0VVV YL# 16711
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Last night, Sunday September 21, 2014, at approx. 21:00hrs PST
VY1MAP (Terry) called on our local repeater-146.880-looking for
VY1RF (Ray).
Terry wanted Ray to make a phone call for him as he was not in cell
phone range. The situation was that Terry is a member of our S.A.R.
team and they were on a search for a missing teenager. The command
center they had setup was approx 35kms north of Whitehorse at Lake
Laberge. The satellite phone that they were to use was not
functioning so they had no way to call for assistance, additional
resources or send status reports.
That’s where amateur radio comes in. Terry, being a ham, goes out to
his truck and makes contact with Whitehorse via 2M amateur radio
with VY1RF (Ray) and VY1RM (Ron). They were able to pass important
traffic to/from the command center.
They young man was found and all ended well.
This is the second time in as many months that amateur radio and in
particular Y.A.R.A.'s members and infrastructure proved invaluable in
an emergency situation. Good job guys!

Just remember-Keep calm and grab your radio!
VY1MAB

Mark

YL Pileup
From
Ki4VMK
#16922
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Greetings YL System Members. With all the "summer heat", many of
you
have been very busy chasing paper. With all the activity, last months
report slipped through the cracks. Congratulations to the
following:
AWARDS & RECIPIENTS period ending September 15th, 2014
TFO Day................ K5ZMX-Doug
Summer Heat........ K5ZMX-Doug, KK4AED-Howard
Belt of Orion Day... K9DIG-Nancy, Rose-KL7FQQ
Autumn Eagle........ K9DIG-Nancy, K4KRK-Randy
Old Timers............. K5ZMX-Doug
WAS 20M............... WK8Y-Bob
State of FLa........... KE5AHE-Charles
AWARDS & RECIPIENTS period ending August 15th, 2014
APOLLO.................. VE2JKJ-Steven
BELT OF ORION..... NC4RP-Bob, VE2JKJ-Steven
CANADA................. N1PVT-Jane
FREEDOM................ VE5ADO-Marv
INDEPENDANCE...WK8Y-Bob, NC4RP-Bob, KC8VRT-Amy, KL7FQQRose,
KN4AA-Kevin
SUMMER................. VE2JKJ-Steven
SUMMER HEAT...... VE1JIM-Jim, K4KRK-Randy, K9DIG-Nancy, WK8Y-Bob,
KE5AHE-Chas, KC8VRT-Amy, VE3JPJ-Jean, VE2JKJ-Steven
TFO DAY................. K9DIG-Nancy, K4KRK-Randy, KL7FQQ-Rose,
K1MTD-Mary, WK8Y-Bob, W9DTR-Herb, KC7KPG-Judy, KC8VRT-Amy,
VE5ADO-Marv, VE7AAV-Mike, VE3JPJ-Stephen
VETERANS.............. (25) NC4RP-Bob
Congratulations to the 19 recipients of 14 different awards , and a
total of _41_ awards issued.
You, too, can see your name and call sign in our monthly column. Go
to
the home page on our website and in the left sideboard, select
"Award
Programs" and then click on "Awards" to see the requirements for
the
award of your choice. Repeat but click on "Award Managers" to find
the
one to whom you will submit your work. Note the fee for a desired
certificate.
If you earned an award that should have been listed in this report,
contact your Awards Manager for inclusion in our next issue.
Hope to see your name here soon. 73 and all them other numbers,
Skipper-W4VTH, Awards Program Coordinator (W4VTH@comcast.net)
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TFO REPORT
We are delighted to report that a new TFO was elected during
the period ending September 15, 2014
KE7VSC-John, member # 16371, is TFO 519
Note that only 7 votes were logged for that period. Remember
that 10 TFOs had to vote for you to receive the honor so take a
moment each month to send your vote to Karen-KB8NSA,
kb8nsa@suddenlink.net and a copy to Judy-KC7JPG,
nurentj@wildblue.net .
Beginning October 1st, those
eligible to receive nominations are member numbers through
16831. We currently have 162 nominees on the list. To receive a
copy of the nominees, send an email to Judy-KC7JPG.
IMPORTANT:
2014: Only dues paying TFOs may now vote or receive the report

Help Needed
The Moonbeam is in need of a few more controls. Please
think about throwing your hat in the ring to help. You really
get to know System Members being a control. It truly is a lot
of fun.
It is helpful if you can use Netlogger. There is plenty of help
to get you comfortable with it. The more the merrier.
Nancy K9DIG nancyyoshida@live.com

Often during the System, when you're in a hurry to get tuned
up, you do so on the System frequency. This can keep the
control from hearing that 2x2 station trying to check in. The
best operating procedure is to set your frequency 3-5 KHz
either above or below the System to tune up. If you do the
calculations, you will see that this is only ~0.03% of your
transmitting frequency. Almost all rigs can easily handle
being tuned within 1.0%, which is 30 times the above. So be a
System-friendly operator, and go off frequency to tune, and
you will really be a "professional" amateur. Skipper-W4VTH
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The story of a magpie – Tribute to a “friend” ….!
End of April 2001. We are living in the country side surrounded by
nature: farm land, wildlife such as many different species of small
birds, pheasants, partridges, hares and wild rabbits. April: young
birds already started leaving their nests. One afternoon, suddenly
we see one of our cats in the garden playing with a young but quite big
bird. When getting closer we see a young magpie, exhausted, running
and jumping around, not able to fly properly yet, trying to escape
from our cat.
We pick him up and look around to see if his parents are not around.
Adult magpies can be very noisy, but the ones living in the country side
are very much afraid of human beings. We did not see either of the
young guy’s parents, so we decide to lock him up in a cage, a metal
carrier which we use to take our cats to the vet. With the idea in mind
the parents will look for their “kid” and will try to feed it, the cage
with the youngster inside ends up on top of the hedge surrounding our
garden, as far as possible from the house, not to frighten the adults.
Although the little guy makes quite some noise, so you would think the
parents will hear him, no adult magpie has shown up even when
getting close to sunset.
Almost at darkness we decide to take the cage with young bird inside
the house. The young fellow seems to be hungry and keeps opening his
beak each time we approach him. So we decide to feed the guy. As I was
raised in the country side, I had been taken care of young birds before.
The next day we take him outside and put his cage again on the hedge as
far as possible from the house. But his parents don’t show up again to
feed him. Next day again same story. So we continue feeding the bird
and he seems to accept us as his new parents. Since that period I had to
travel a lot by car for work.
Each morning I prepared his food and he traveled with me in the car. It
was real funny to stop , parking along the highways to feed the bird,
sometimes with people watching me and asking crazy questions. When
it took too long before he got some more food while driving, he
started making noises, trying to tell me it was about time for his
lunch. Our magpie was becoming a nice bird, and more in particular a
very smart bird, we thought he needed a name.
Magpie could as well be MacPie or McPie. In French a magpie is “une
pie” (pronounced “pee” in English). Since he was a very smart bird, Pi,
used in mathematics seemed even more appropriate, so we ended up
naming him MacPi or McPi. “Pi” being pronounced as “pee”.
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Soon he got the message that his name was McPi, particularly when we
had to yell at him when once again he was trying to hide of steel
something shiny when he was allowed walking and flying around in
the house to stretch his legs and wings as his metal cat carrier home
was becoming too small. By doing this and although he was a funny
character, nice to have around, we found out this was a bird we could
not keep inside. He was very much attached to us and we to him, but we
decided we had to give him his freedom. Being used to live inside and his
food being served, we knew first we had to teach him how to survive in
the “wild”. So, early July, in front of one of the large window of our
living room looking at the garden, we build him a large space with
nets, close to the hedge. So he could walk and fly around freely,
learn how to find food on the ground and in the grass and get
acquainted to the garden and the trees.
Some other magpies had already noticed, one of their kind was playing
around under a huge net but they were afraid to approach as the
place was too close to the house. Also McPi had noticed some other
black and white look-alike birds were hanging around in the trees,
shouting at one another. Being an intelligent guy, he soon knew what
to do to get some food directly from nature and after having stayed
there for two weeks during day time, we found it was about time to
release him. So the day had come McPi would have to stand on his own
feet and fly his own wings into the wide world. One morning on a
Saturday we took him out of his small cage, went outside with him, with
a heavy heart we said goodbye, throw him gently up in the air and he
took off, ready for a new great adventure. The first day he did not fly
too far. He stayed around, mostly in the higher part of the trees in the
garden making a lot of noise and getting attention of the other
magpies. We were sure he was going to make friends soon.
That same day, an hour or so before sunset, when it gets bedtime for
birds, we heard kind of knocking outside at the door to the garden. We
saw McPi standing in front of the door and knocking with his beak on
the door. We opened the door, McPi stepped inside and immediately
walked to his small cage that was still standing in our living room, he
jumped on the bamboo stick in his cage where he used to sit on. We
stayed very quiet and just watched. After a couple of minutes we see
him close his eyes and fall asleep.
The next morning we let him out again and getting close to sunset he
knocked on the door again to go to sleep in his little cage. As an adult
magpie is quite a tall bird its little cage was really too small. We also
had a parrot, an African Gray, who recently had got a new large cage.
We still had the old cage stored in the garage.
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So the young magpie ended up in its own large cage now next to the
old parrot Coco. Soon they would become good friends, at least
that’s what we thought. McPi seemed to like his large new sleeping
quarters but not as much as we wanted. He liked to step inside and
walk around a bit or even sit on top of the parrot’s cage, which was
not much appreciated by Coco.
Sometimes he fell asleep on my shoulder while I was watching TV.
Then I had to put him gently in his cage where he continued sleeping
until the next morning. This game went on for months but had some
consequences. He did not want to sleep outside and he hated to come
inside when it was already getting dark. So as soon as it got too dark
and we were not home yet he sat on the side of the roof just above his
entrance door making a lot of noise as he was wanting to tell us “Hey
guys, don’t you see it’s getting dark and I am still outside!”. So for
months we had to come home in time.
If we knew in advance we would not be home in time we called him
before we left home, he always came flying and we could easily take
him and lock him up in his cage inside. One evening he arrived home and
had one of his toes of his left foot bleeding. We disinfected the toe.
But it kept getting re infected. So we took McPi to the vet. His paw was
covered with disinfecting ointment and ended up in a bandage.
Although he got the best care, his paw did not heal well and finally
he lost the toe. On the picture you can see a toe is missing at his left
paw.
The vet tried out several ointments and we ended up visiting the vet
twice a week for about one month. Finally the right ointment was
found and his paw healed completely. We are sure we did not pay all
hours the vet spent taking care of the paw. McPi and we were
grateful to the vet. A bit later in the summer, at a beautiful sunny day
we had put the parrot’s cage outside in the garden so Coco could get
some solar vitamins.
Of course McPi had noticed his gray feathered companion was outside
so he came flying in and landed of top of the parrots cage and
started teasing Coco. Suddenly we heard a loud screaming. We
rushed outside. Sitting on top of the parrot’s cage, McPi had put his
beak through the bars of Coco’s cage, trying to pick Coco. Although
Coco had a very fast reaction and while McPi had passed his beak
through the bars, Coco had immediately reacted and had planted his
extreme sharp and dangerous beak in the bottom skin of McPi’s beak.
Poor McPi’s tongue was hanging through the bottom part of his beak.
A very scary look. So again we had to rush to the vet. It took one hour
to sew and repair the damage and …. another invoice.
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The next day our black and white feathered friend was again having
fun with his friends outside. A year went by, including cold freezing
and snowy winter months. During that period, he had become very
good friends with three other couples magpies. Although he never
found another magpie to stay with him. We never found out either if
McPi was a male or a female. But for obvious reasons, his friends or
possible friend for life, did not understand why their fellow magpie
did not want to stay with them overnight, but preferred to pass the
night at the home of those human beings. It had become autumn and
during the day you could see them all seven sitting on the electrical
power lines high above the ground, “chatting” to one another for
hours. Then on November 16, 2002, we went shopping in the
afternoon.
Sometimes he moved over with his friends to a farm about 200m away
from our house. Even when coming home during the day when we
called McPi, he immediately showed up to announce his presence and
took off again after a couple of minutes to join his friends. It was
funny to see him flying in from the farm and then return again to the
farm. The farmer knew him and McPi was used to and not at all afraid
of the farmer. Actually he was not afraid of human beings in general
and enjoyed making cries out to people passing by with its
characteristic streak of 'mag-mag-mag-mag' calls. So that afternoon,
we came home from shopping and there was no McPi around.
We called and called but no McPi. We did not see or hear any of his
friends neither. Since he did not show up at all, after one hour we
went to see our neighbor, the farmer. When we asked if he had seen
McPi, we got a strange reply. He said that hunters passed by and that
he had told them to watch out for the magpie as he was tame. Magpies
are protected birds in Belgium but not liked by hunters. We really got
a bad feeling the way he said he warned the hunters to mind the
magpie. Hunters do not like magpies and they pretend they make a lot
of damage to the wildlife. It’s true magpies steel or damage eggs out
of nests but I would not go that far to say they harm wildlife,
certainly not our McPi.
What to say about the hunters? Where we lived those guys put feeding
boxes along ditches bordering the fields. Pheasants became that
tame that they walked up our drive way to our front door or walked
around in the garden. When the hunting season starts, a group of
about 12 guys walk in the fields, 4 of them with a rifle and the others
making noise with sticks to chase the pheasants, rabbits or hares.
Particularly the pheasants are like “sitting ducks”, not being very
much afraid of human beings, they fly away at the very last moment
and are being shot.
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In 2008 we bought our new place where we live now. We went over to
our neighbor the farmer to say goodbye. We ended up talking about
McPi and the hunters. He then told us that he had seen that the hunters
had shot our McPi. When the hunters had arrived McPI with his friends
was sitting on the wires of the power lines. When spotting the group,
McPI’s friends had all flewn away but McPi had stayed making his
typical “mag mag” cries. Then they had shot him.
This was submitted by Ghis ON5NT #9508. It shows the relationships we
can have with animals if we are willing to lend a hand and care for
them as the beautiful creation that they are.

Remember
If you have something to share please send to
Nancyyoshida@live.com

